Integrated structure of titanate nanotubes and nanosheets is investigated for their optical, electronic and optoelectronic properties when combined with HCl doped polyaniline (PANI). HR-TEM, SEM and XRD were employed for detailed morphological and microstructural understanding of the orthorhombic titanate nanostructure. Chemisorbed oxygeneous groups are probed with Raman spectroscopy which are found to desorb under UV-Vis treatment. We note a blue shift of Ti-O-Ti Raman frequency in contrast to Na-O-Ti stretching. Valence band region of titanate is analyzed for contribution of O2p, O2s, Na2p and Ti3p. Photoluminescence with different excitation energies revealed the presence of oxygen vacancy related defects in titanate. The highly occupied electronic states of PANI were also analyzed until 40 eV below the Fermi energy. XPS core-level analyses revealed~25 % doping density in PANI. Edges of valence band and HOMO are determined to be at 2.45 eV and 2.54 eV below Fermi energy for titanate and PANI, respectively. ITO/PANI/ITO has depicted negative photoresponse and the magnitude of which is reduced~4 times after combining with titanate nanostructure. Essentially the nanoscale architecture separates the emeraldine base and salt regions of PANI. This separation channelizes the charge carriers before trapping which reduces the magnitude of the negative photoresponse.
Introduction
Layered titanates are known for more than 30 years, [1] nevertheless, the research interest on layered nanostructures is prevailing recently.
[2] Their interlayer chemical, ion exchange and physical properties enhance their vast application potential in solar cells, [2g] lithium ion batteries, [2h] catalysis, [2i] and others. [2a-c, j] All these applications require a deeper understanding of surface/bulk optoelectronic properties. Although there are a few studies in the literature [3] the optical properties were not elaborately investigated and discussed. Despite these studies hint a distinct photoluminescence (PL) depending on the intrinsic defects and/or dopants.
[3b] The complete exploitation of any material is achieved under device configuration, for which a clear understanding of the charge generation and subsequent recombination are essential. In the context of devices, two broad classifications can be realized, viz nanocomposites and heterojunctions. Here we have adopted nanocomposite of the layered titanate with a model conducting polymer to study the device proerties. However, interestingly, the nanoscale architecture of titanate is preserved in millimeter scale where a conducting polymer is impregnated within the structure. We have chosen HCl doped polyaniline (PANI), well investigated and potential conducting polymer, [4] especially in the context of photoconductivity. [4a] PANI is not charge conjugation symmetric [4b] however, the electrical conduction takes place via hopping mechanism and depicts a negative photoresponse (PR). [4a] By a systematic characterization and subsequent device fabrication we unravel the PR of the layered titanate device when combined with PANI. It is notable that the titanate materials were not elaborately explored in the context of composite devices. [2g, j, 5] In this report we have investigated the structural and electronic properties of titanate nanostructure of a complex architecture consisting of nanotubes and nano-tubes and -sheets. Apart from morphological and microstructural studies, the presence of chemisorbed oxygeneous groups is probed. In the context of electronic structure, occupied electronic states were investigated for titanate and HCl doped PANI unveiling various molecular orbital contributions. Wavelength dependent PL spectra revealed the presence of oxygen related defects. Titanate and PANI based devices depicted~4 times reduction in the magnitude of PR and attributed to an effective channelization of the photogenerated charge carriers before trapping.
Results and Discussion
TEM images from titanate sample are shown in Figure 1a and b which unveil an interesting layered structure. Also see low magnification SEM image as insert of Figure 1a revealing the uniformity of the material. The high resolution micrograph (insert of Figure 1b ) evidenced the layers with an interlayer distance of 0.7-0.8 nm which is consistent with literature. [6] [a] Dr. S. Vempati Going into the specifics the distance between two adjacent O atoms is 0.3 nm which are located at the topmost corners of the octahedra sharing the edges (zigzag structure). In the process of synthesis TiO 2 -SiO 2 -polyvinyl acetate nanofibers were calcined followed by a treatment with NaOH solution. [2g, 3a] The alkali treatment etched away the SiO 2 and facilitated the structural rearrangement of titanate. The conversion mechanism is believed to contain a number of steps. [2a, 7] Morgado et al. [8] explicitly pointed out the discrepancies in determining the actual crystal structure of these layered titanates and extensively discussed the formation dynamics. Initially under NaOH treatment the alkali ion breaks the longer Ti-O-Ti bonds. [9] In the second stage of reaction, Ti-O-Na bonds will be hydrolyzed (partial/complete) with water/HCl forming Ti-O-H. Ti-O-H bond formation is accompanied by the creation of linear fragments, which upon rearrangement transforms into sheets/ ribbons of edge sharing octahedra with Na + and OH À intercalated between the sheets. The morphology of the final titanate is determined by the initial polymorph of TiO 2 (anatase/ rutile), nature of the alkali, its concentration and the reaction temperature. [2a, 7] In the present context the sheets selfassemble or fold to create tubular nanostructures connected with membranes (refer to the TEM images). This complex though regular architecture enables a very high surface area to volume ratio. Due to scrolling of the lamellar titanate nanosheet lattice distortions/defects can be expected which may host foreign atoms, molecules or ions.
[2i]
XRD pattern from titanate nanostructure is shown in Figure 1c . Indices corresponding to various peaks are annotated on the image. Reflections from possible phases of TiO 2 such as anatase (A-TiO 2 ) and rutile (R-TiO 2 ) were overlaid on the pattern. It is clear that either of the TiO 2 phases were not present within the detection limits of XRD. The analysis of the diffraction pattern yielded the lattice parameters as a = 18.79 , b = 3.75 , and c = 2.85 , where a corresponds to the interlayer distance. These parameters suggest an orthorhombic lattice with the unit cell volume of 199.85 3 . The distance between the two adjacent layers of the present nanostructure (a) is higher than that of layered type (16.66 Ref. [10] ). The crystallite size based on (600) reflection is calculated to be~52 (for a shape factor of 0.94 and assuming spherical crystals with cubic symmetry). [11] Furthermore, the surface area is~233 m 2 /g for two formula units with a molecular weight of 301.62 g/mol.
[2g]
Overall the titanate sample depicted peaks those are similarly positioned to that of layered titanates such as H 2 Ti 3 O 7 , H 2 Ti 2 O 5 ·H 2 O, and lepidocrocite titanates. [7e, 12] Essentially the present nanostructure is a layered titanate. [7e, 12] Previous investigation suggested a predominant Na 2-x H x Ti 2 O 4 (OH) 2 phase which is believed to be the case here as well. [2g, 3a] The Raman spectra from titanate nanostructures are shown in Figure 2 comparing two cases with reference to UV-vis treatment, viz before (UV Before ) and after (UV After ) the treatment. Such a comparison would unfold interesting properties which may be connected to the surface related adsorbates. The nanostructure is closely comparable to a 'sponge-like' structure bearing a significant area that is exposed to ambient. Raman active modes corresponding to A-TiO 2 (144, 397, 516, and 640 cm À1 ) or R-TiO 2 (144, 250, 446 and 610 cm À1 ) are not observed within the detection limits. The spectra were normalized with reference to the intensity of the strongest band at 279 cm À1 . It is interesting to note the variations between the spectra, see the difference spectrum (UV After À UV Before ) within 130-1100 cm À1 range. Various Raman bands from the literature [13] are annotated on the image. Firstly, we discuss the UV Before spectrum. The analysis of XRD pattern revealed orthorhombic crystal structure, along with a predominant Na 2-x H x Ti 2 O 4 (OH) 2 phase.
[2g] Interestingly, the Raman spectral features from the Na 2-x H x Ti 2 O 4 (OH) 2 are similar to that of Na 2 Ti 3 O 7 , [14] apart from the differences in the relative intensities of the vibrational bands. The intensity differences were attributed to microstructure of the titanate, see for instance, Ref. [13] where continuous and nearly parallel nanorods were investigated. Explicit bands were observed at~164, 224, 279 (Na-O-Ti stretching [15] ), 428, 645, 675, 769, 884, 1366, 1579 and 1775 cm À1 . However, various other bands 179, 197, 309
(Na-O-Ti stretching [15] ), 373, 413, 471, 598, 705, 922 cm À1 from the literature [14a] were not explicitly observed above the fluorescence background. Ti-O-Ti stretching vibrations occur between 500 and 800 cm À1 where the differences in the Ti-O bond lengths cause shift of resonance frequencies. [16] The resonance frequency depends on the distance between Ti and O and coordination. [16] [17] The interatomic distance between Ti and O is severely influenced by the morphology.
[2i] Compare the Ti-O bond lengths in as-prepared Na 2 Ti 3 O 7 nanorods with sodium trititanate in Refs. [13] [14] Note that the pure Ti-O-Ti framework for layered titanates has three A g symmetric modes at around 270, 450, and 700 cm À1 . [17] [18] In a previous investigation it is noted that the vacancy sites [2i] By given the fact that the present nanostructure is a combination of titanate nanotubes and nanosheets a large density of defects is expected. Furthermore, the curvature of nanotube induces the Brønsted acidity, not the composition of the titanate material.
[2i, 7e, 12] The Brønsted acid strength of the -OH bridging groups is higher than the terminal -OH groups. Interestingly, the two types of -OH bridging groups (internal or external) are not very different in the Brønsted acid strengths. On the other hand, in the case of TiO 2 (Ref. [19] ) an increase of Ti 3 + is noted after UV treatment (TiO 2 or Ti-O were reduced to Ti 3 + ). In conjunction with the above discussion, the observed changes in the Raman spectrum due to UV-Vis treatment can be understood. Depending on the illumination energy, electron is excited from the valence band (VB) to a higher excited state in the conduction band (CB). This hot electron relaxes to the bottom of the CB via e À /e À and or e À /phonon scattering depending on the excess energy. We will see that the conductivity of our titanate sample is not significantly high and hence, e À /phonon scattering may be a relaxation mechanism.
Please note that we have no evidence to confirm the scattering mechanism to be e À /phonon. The hole in the VB captures the e À from the surface adsorbents, for instance O 2 À . After UV-Vis treatment, on the overall scenario, the bands above 420 cm
À1
have shown increased intensity. Notably, the band corresponding to Na-O-Ti stretching (279 cm À1 ) did not show any shift due to UV-Vis treatment. It means that either there are no chemisorbed species or if present, they cannot be driven away in ambient via UV-Vis treatment. In contrast, after UV-Vis treatment the bands centred at~428 and 884 cm À1 were blue shifted~10 and 7 cm À1 , respectively which correspond to Ti-OTi stretching vibrations. This blue shift can be attributed to reduction of Ti-O to Ti 3 + which has higher bond strength/ spring constant. [19] The extent of delocalization of electron density on the Ti À O À Ti bond is more in the nanotubes than that of nanosheets. [20] A combination of the nanotubes and nanosheets enables a spatially anisotropic delocalization of electron density which may help to enhance the chemisorption phenomenon. Furthermore, the bands centred at 645, 675, 1366 and 1579 cm À1 were better resolved after UV-Vis treatment. Employing confocal Raman spectroscopy to detect the effect of UV-Vis treatment enhances the understanding of the surface properties at or sub surface of the titanate-like proton exchange semiconductors. XRD pattern and Raman spectrum of the titanate nanosheets are closely comparable to that of titanate bulk material which suggests a strong similarity between the crystal structures. Survey and core-level (N1s, C1s and Cl2p) spectra from PANI are shown in Figure 3 . Survey spectrum evidenced C, O, N and Cl where the atomic percentages are 67.2, 18.5, 9.7 and 4.6, respectively. By given the chemical composition of HCl doped PANI, the presence of C, N, Cl is obvious, except O. The presence of oxygen will be discussed later in this section. N1s spectrum is deconvoluted into three peaks with binding energies centred at 399.06, 399.62 and 400.73 eV which were assigned to -N = , -NH-and -N + -, respectively.
[21] By considering the area under each peak the doping level of PANI is (-N + -/N total ) is estimated to be~26 %. This doping percentage is consistent with our ealier observation, where it is elucidated that PANI consists of emeraldine base and salt phases (EB and ES, respectively). [4a] C1s spectrum depicted four distinct components where the contribution at 284.15, 285.24, 286.65 and 289.21 eV were assigned to C=C, C-N, C-N + or C=N + and O-C = O groups, respectively. [21a] Notably that the electronegativity of the N is lower than that of O atom which is in line with the increasing binding energy. The doping level or atomic percentage of C-N + or C=N + groups are~25 % which is consistent with the evaluation from N1s spectrum. The oxygeneous groups appear due to the oxidation of C, forming C-O, C=O during the synthesis of PANI in addition to chemisorbed oxygen species. Cl2p has shown spin orbit splitting in addition to a low energy peak at 199.86 eV. The doublet can be due to the protonation of PANI by HCl. While the low energy peak cannot be attributed to any specific ionic state which can be due to multiple origins such as by-product formation. In the context of deconvolution of XP spectra, [22] one should note the energy resolution of XPS is determined by the line-width of the excitation (AlKa, 1486.6 eV), inelastic background, resolution of the spectrometer, thermal broadening, life time of the hole, apart from other effects due to approximation(s). [23] VB spectrum from Na 2-x H x Ti 2 O 4 (OH) 2 is shown in Figure 4 . The VB edge is determined to be at 2.45 eV below Fermi energy E F . In titanates, a major contribution of O2p (h-O2p) and Ti3d partial density of states (DOS) is expected to the VB and CB, respectively. h-O2p indicate hybridized 2p states by given the presence of Ti-O-Na bonds. Notably a minor contribution from Ti3d and O2p orbitals is not denied to the VB and CB, respectively. The peak positions of O2s, Na2p and Ti3p were annotated on the image and the presence of these bands at relatively higher binding energy suggests a well formed crystal structure. A clear signature of Na2p confirms its presence and contribution to deeper VB. A small though distinguishable shoulder at 34.60 eV is noticed. The origin of such shoulders and any contribution of Na2p to CB region may be acquired from density functional theory simulations and inverse photoemission studies.
In the case of organic semiconductors, molecular orbital picture is more appropriate to describe the occupied states where a major contribution from C and N atoms is expected. Highly occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and deeper HOMO states (HOMO-1 to HOMO-4) of PANI are shown in Figure 4 . HOMO band edge is determined to be at 2.54 eV below E F and various hybridized density of states extend until~32 eV. Overlapping features such as HOMO-2, -1 and HOMO-4, -3 are identified on the spectrum. The conductivity of the PANI is determined by the degree of planarity of the aromatic rings. The planarity shifts the molecular orbitals towards E F which also increases the density of state in its vicinity. This scenario may be expected in relatively thinner films. Conversely, non-planar PANI rings depict relatively lower conductivity (thicker films) and lower density of states near E F , such as the present. As discussed in our previous study the presence of EB, ES and 25 % doping confirms the lower density of states near E F .
To detect the presence of intrinsic (radiative) defect states, PL studies were performed on titanate sample with different illumination wavelengths (l ex1-6 = 325, 330, 350, 397, 450 and 540 nm), see Figure 5a . The PL spectrum from similar nano- structures was reported earlier however not extensively discussed. [3a] The first three (l ex1 through l ex3 ) wavelengths correspond to super-gap excitations and the latter three (l ex4 through l ex6 ) were chosen to be less than that of band gap energy of titanate. The PL spectra were deconvoluted (starting with spectrum from l ex5 ) into 2-4 peaks (C1, C2, C3 and C4) depending on the excitation wavelength. As they evolve, in the deconvolution, the centre wavelength and its width were fixed and area is allowed to vary. C1, C2, C3 and C4 were positioned at 418, 438, 517 and 612 nm, respectively and the corresponding area under the each of the peaks is shown in Figure 5b . For illuminations l ex1 , l ex2 and l ex3 the intensity changes for all four bands can be compared. While for l ex4 and l ex5 illuminations, area under the C3 and C4 can be compared.
The broad visible emission is primarily related to self trapped excitons and/or oxygen related defects in the titanate nanostructures nevertheless, the origin of each component is discussed in the following. The C1 is ascribed to self trapped excitons located at octahedra (TiO 6 ), while C2 and C3 are ascribed to oxygen vacancy (V O ) defects. C2 is originated from shallow trap state and assigned to Ti + 3 just below the CB. A clear distinction is seen between the emission lines C1 and C2, which are energetically closer when compared to the other bands. The emission band at C4 might be assigned to electron transition from the F + centre to the acceptor level just above the VB. [24] The three above band gap excitation l ex1 , l ex2 and l ex3 have resulted in similar spectral features and the intensity changes in the all bands can be compared.
In the context of super-gap illuminations, hot electrons relax to the bottom of the CB before radiatively recombine with a hole in the VB. C1 appeared to be relatively sharp peak and the population of which increases as the illumination energy decreases. The intensity of C2 varied with decreasing illumination energy. Such a variation is more explicit for C3 and C4 cases where the intensity decreased with decreasing illumination energy. The three sub band gap excitations l ex4 , l ex5 and l ex6 have resulted in distinct spectral features. For an illumination at 397 nm C2, C3 and C4 bands are seen. For 450 nm illumination C3 and C4 are visible where the intensities of these bands are found to be the highest and the lowest, respectively. Interestingly for l ex6 illumination we can still see some part of C4 emission, however, this peak is clear at 450 nm excitation. The relaxation time of hot carrier in the CB depends on the illumination energy. Once the hot charge carriers are relaxed the radiative and non-radiative transitions take place. PL is a measure of radiative transitions which is balanced against trapping/non-radiative transitions. Hence the intensity changes (l ex1 to l ex3 ) to the various bands can be attributed to such a balance. Also one needs to consider the excitation volume (wavelength dependent) to distinguish the surface bound radiative defects. Further studies on carrier dynamics are warranted to distinguish the various factors.
Composite devices (ITO/titanate-PANI/ITO) and devices with individual components, viz ITO/titanate/ITO and ITO/PANI/ITO were investigated. IV-characteristics of the pure PANI (Ref. [4a] ) and titanate-PANI devices under dark and UV-Vis illumination are shown in Figure 6a and b, respectively. Also, the IV-spectra are shown on semi-log scale as corresponding inserts. It is notable that ITO/titanate/ITO device has shown relatively high resistance (> 200 MW) in both dark and illuminated condition. In this case, by given the device configuration and the limitation of our ammeter (Figure 6a , insert) we were not able to deduce the IV-response. However, in the context of composite devices, PANI impregnates the titanate microstructure and decreased the overall resistance of the device.
The IV-response [4a] from PANI is shown in Figure 6a , where a negative PR is observed. Our earlier study indicated the presence of mixed EB and ES in PANI, where EB is in relatively higher fraction than the ES phase. [4a] Such mixed state PANI would perhaps depict polaron (single and or bipolaron) and exciton-dominated dynamics in EB and ES regions, respectively. Hence under dark condition polarons or bipolarons enable the conductivity of PANI where quasi 1D and 3D variable range hopping models are applicable.
[25] Under visible (green) illumination (a) the charge carriers generated in ES/ leucoemeraldine base (LEB) interface are trapped at LEB regions where the latter are transparent to green light. [26] Additionally, equal fractions of LEB and pernigraniline base can be present. [26] Furthermore, photo-oxidation transforms ES (already polaronic) into pernigranil salt which is not a good conductor and hence decreases the conductivity or increases the resistance of the device. [27] In the context of titanate-PANI devices the multiple interfaces between the constituting materials classify these devices into a 'nanocomposite' category. However, the microscale integrity of the titanate nanostructure is preserved. In this case an ensemble effect is reflected in the IV-characteristics. [4a] ), and (b) titanate-PANI devices. Inserts show device structure and IV-spectra on semi-log scale.
Under dark condition a measurable resistance (within our instrumentation limits) is noted. The complex nanoarchitecture can be reduced to a single resistance model in which PANI and titanate are connected in parallel.
The resistance values (for similar device dimensions) differ nearly 50 times. Hence the majority of the electrical conduction in dark takes place via PANI. Under illumination, in the case of pure PANI an increase in the resistance is noted due to carrier trapping. In titanate nanostructure, upon suitable illumination electron hole pairs are generated. After hot carrier relaxation the electrons and holes may be dissociated into free carriers depending on the interfacial dynamics. In the case of PANI, under illumination excitons are created which then dissociate (as we note a change in the conductivity). Then the free holes and electrons migrate to the corresponding electrodes. Although we are not certain to determine the conductivity contribution of titanate to the total structure, the nanoarchitecture of titanate enormously increases the interface of the titatane-PANI, which may offer relatively more sites for exciton disassociation. We calculated the resistance (linear fits, not shown) of each of the devices and define a percentage change as following.~R/R = (R UV-Vis -R dark ) /R dark ) 3 100 %, where R stands for resistance of the device. By using this definition, R/R is calculated yielding~111 % and~31 % from PANI and titanate-PANI devices, respectively. The~R/R from PANI device is~80 % higher than that of titanate-PANI. In the presence of titanate the composite device has shown reduced negative photoresponse. This reduction is explained in the following. The carrier trapping effectively decreased in the presence of titanate nanostructure. As mentioned earlier PANI consists of EB and ES regions which are now distributed across titanate nanostructure. Hence the photogenerated charges are effectively collected at titanate interface before being trapped. Despite, it might also be the case that the titanate is simply separating the EB and ES regions than collecting the charge carriers, which of course depends on the band alignment. Since it is still a negative photoresponse, the contribution from PANI is predominant. Notably, the photoresponse of titanate-PANI is on minutes time scale (see Figure 6b) , which might be associated with charge carrier traps and perhaps desorption of oxygen related functional groups from titanate under UV-Vis illumination (see the discussion on Raman spectra). In our earlier report [4a] we have shown that by decreasing the density of EB regions the polarity of the photoresponse can be controlled. Here we show that if EB and ES regions are effectively separated the photogenerated charge carriers can be collected efficiently which decreases the negative PR.
Conclusions
Integrated structure of titanate nanotubes and nanosheets is evidenced from HR-TEM and SEM micrographs. Various diffraction planes were identified in the XRD pattern and lattice parameters indicated an orthorhombic lattice, where the interlayer distance is higher than pure layered type titanates. Raman spectra before and after UV-Vis treatment revealed surface bound chemisorbed oxygeneous groups due to the presence of defects. Importantly, Na À O À Ti stretching did not depict any changes to its Raman frequency, in contrast to Ti-OTi. XPS survey and core-level analyses revealed the doping density of PANI to be~25 % with contributions of -N = , -NHand -N + -groups. HOMO and VB were also investigated and the corresponding band edges were found to be at 2.54 and 2.45 eV below E F for PANI and titanate samples, respectively. PL at different illumination energies revealed the presence of oxygen vacancy related defects and their varying occupancies. The negative photoresponse of nanocomposite device is nearly 4 times lower than that of pure PANI. The nanoscale architecture of the titanate sample enables an effective separation of EB and ES regions of PANI channelizing the charge carriers. The slow photoresponse of the titanate-PANI device may have multiple origins such as carrier traps under illumination and mobility related effects.
